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NEW AT RF ELEMENTS? We Are Sure We Gave Enough Warnings To You.
This Handbook is for everyone who decided to work for RF elements as employee or full time contractor. It is written
by people who founded this company and because they still think that they know how to help you survive the first 6
months.

WELCOME TO RF ELEMENTS You signed employee contract and this is your
first day on board. Welcome!
You will quickly recognize that RF elements is unique opportunity to gain professional experience, but also that we
are very different in how we operate. Here are 12 important facts you should know before you start:
1 We were founded by Martin and JT in January
2010. Two guys bored and fed up by life, needed a
challenge. So they came to this stupid idea; create
the business together.
2 Martin and JT are very different animals. No
bullshit approach works. Just in case you will not
have time to recognize it - they are cool guys.
3 Martin and JT never sleep. If they sleep, they only
pretend it to look more human. If you don´t like to
work a lot, work late night, work over weekends, run
away from here. Run far far away. Run now.
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4 RF elements is privately owned company and most
probably stays privately owned for a while. We don´t
have those secret plans to disrupt everything not
yet disrupted, blow the bubble, sell bullshit plans
to investors, go IPO, collect the cash and buy an
private island /or, at least, an NBA team/. There are
people who are more talented to do it. We stick to
making cool products, because it is what we know
the best.
5 We own what we design and what we manufacture.
We own our Intellectual Property, unless we agreed
we don´t, so we sold it to somebody else for dirty
sum of dollars.
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6 Our products make customer lives easier. Deliver
10 answers to 5 questions is not our style and will
never be. We keep things simple.
7 We Have Horns. We are more than ordinary antenna
company. We innovate, we break the rules. We have
fun at work and love all products that we create.
8 We maintain informal culture inside the company.
Don´t be confused by relaxed way of how we dress
or appear. We are very serious and committed to
what we do.

11 There are no white collar or blue collar positions.
We design and sell real industrial products for
professional use. If screwdriver or wrench tool is
your enemy, see art. 3, last sentence (hope you are
running now).
12 There is no decaffeinated coffee available at RF
elements offices. It is scientifically proven that
nobody ever touched it.

9 We are over 40 years of age and start to be old farts.
We like anything that deserves to be called „music“.
We like classic rock, hard rock, old school disco, 80ies
hits and Motorhead. You can listen to whatever you
want by using your headphones.. btw, shitty music
kills more brain cells than alcohol.
10 We love to employ talented individuals. We like to
have as many of them as possible on board. We also
have team of skilled professionals to clean the mess
after these talented individuals finish their creative
work, so please respect their hard job too. That is
often called „teamwork“.
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STANDARDS OF CONDUCT Because we are not Church, we try to tell it simple.
Our Business Code of Ethics is based on five essential principles.
SIMPLICITY

We create products that deliver simple solutions to complex tasks. We believe in simplicity of
solutions and approach. Leonardo did, and he was a smart guy. ...daVinci, not diCaprio.

FUNCTIONALITY

We create highly functional products. We are not guys in weird shirts wearing red framed
glasses, huge wristwatches and having funny accents in our english. We are engineers doing
design work... Actually, wait. Few of us are engineers... Ok, we have funny accents in our
English, and... Yes, JT wears reading glasses and huge watch. But you get the point, don´t you?

HONESTY

We are honest to our customers and coworkers. Honesty is often unpleasant, but never
understand this as personal insult. There is nothing insulting about honesty.

ECONOMY

We only use and design cost effective solutions.

AESTHETICS

We only design nice looking products. Because JT and Martin are big, fat and ugly guys, they
like nice looking stuff that make them look better.
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USEFUL GUIDELINES
First. If you spent majority of your life in Slovakia,
or anywhere in Europe, or anywhere in well established large
company or corporation, try to forget that as soon as possible.
„To Forget it Immediately“ is good try. That may work.
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We are productive as hell

Public Image / Dress Code

At the start, you will receive the chipped badge with
your name. Chip allows you to open any door in the
company that you are allowed to enter.

Our working environment is relaxed, but there are
some recommendations you should consider;

Every employee working behind the computer /
designer, engineer, salesman../ has its own desk and
phone extension. Desk is equipped with an workstation
with at least two screens to assure that your time spent
in the office will be highly productive. From many
different reasons, we support to use workstation rather
than portable computers, but in some cases there is no
better solution than portable computer.

Attendance/Punctuality
Majority of us at RF elements are technologists, freaks,
designers. Schedules are not part of our universe.
Unfortunately, rest of this planet works according to
some schedules, and because we desperately need
their money, we have follow their scheduled lifestyle.

For public occasions, as trade shows or user meetings,
we wear company branded Shirts or T-shirts, without
exceptions (do not worry – we design freaking cool
tees).
For media occasions, it is recommended to individually
assess the event and decide with respect to the good
public image of RF elements. T-shirt in Opera would
obviously not be the right choice.
It is recommended not to wear to the office at any
occasion: shorts, beachwear, flip-flops, short mini skirts,
sheer clothing, tank tops and revealing shirts.

Harassment
We do not accept any form of harassment as defined
in law.

We attend all meetings and phone calls on time and
prepared. Arriving to the conference call or meeting
unprepared is wasting of time of all audience and is
understood as offensive behaviour.
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Tobacco at RF elements

Alcohol or Substance Abuse

Smoking is prohibited anywhere in RF elements
properties - if you want to have smoke, you have to
literally leave RF elements property. It is only allowed to
one employee at a time to be away for smoking break.
No smokers discussion circles, please.

Using alcohol or any abusive substances in the RF
elements offices is strictly prohibited. But outsiiiide of
the officees..

You are advised to limit your smoking breaks during
your office work to minimum. And come on folks,
smoking cigarettes is just disgusting habit. You are not
teenager anymore. We help you quit smoking if you
are interested: Buy C10H14N2 in patches or in chewing
gum. Or simply quit. That works.

Visitors in the Workplace

Internet and Computer Use
We use google apps for email, calendar, intranet,
file sharing, Google chrome as browser. Try to
accommodate to this environment as soon as possible.
Forget your previous experience with locally installed
email clients, Microsoft Explorer etc. It will slow down
your adaptation and your overall performance at
RF elements. Use your Calendar. If your calendar is
empty, it means you do nothing. Do not answer to
spam emails, do not send spam emails. Do not visit,
download, propagate or share pornographic, abusive,
xenophobic, illegal or other inappropriate content.
And please please no „Trump vs Hillary“ stuff.
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To provide for the safety and security of employees,
visitors, and the facilities at RF elements, only authorized
visitors are allowed in the areas of workplace dedicated
for Visitors. Restricting unauthorized visitors helps
ensure security, decreases insurance liability, protects
confidential information, safeguards employee welfare,
and avoids potential distractions and disturbances.
All visitors must enter through the main reception area,
sign-in, and sign-out at the front desk and receive a
‘Visitor’ badge to wear while on premises. Authorized
visitors will be escorted to their destination and must
be accompanied by an employee at all times.

Office Hours
We work non stop, but for obvious reasons we have to
establish office hours when we officially pick up the
phones. So it is 9.00 – 17.00., Monday – Friday.

MORE USEFUL GUIDELINES

Lunch
Famous brunchdinner at 9 PM is an essential food and
social occasion of a day for any designer or technologist
at RF elements. Best served with chilled Coke.
Some crazy people do eat more than once a day. For
these wimpy individuals who waste their valuable time
by eating during the day at regular lunch breaks, the
lunch break is set as: from 12:00 to 12:40. All others can
eat whenever they feel hungry.

Supplies; Expenditures; Obligating
the Company
Only authorized persons may purchase supplies in
the name of RF elements. No employee whose regular
duties do not include purchasing shall incur any
expense on behalf of RF elements or bind RF elements
by any promise or representation without written
approval.

Expense Reimbursement
Go to intranet and download “Expense Reimbursement
Request” from the Forms section. Expenses incurred by
an employee must have prior approval by a manager.
All completed reimbursement request forms should be
authorized by Employee and by Manager and turned in
to Office Manager. Reimbursements will be included in
the employee’s next regular paycheck.
All reimbursements are to be presented by 2nd
working day after last day of the calendar month in
which expenditures occurred.
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Simple Rules of Communication
We have simple rule to answer any email within
24hours. We have simple rule to explicitly ask for
answer if the answer is required. We have simple
rule to explicitly ask for action if the action is
required.

Company languages are Slovak AND English. You
can use whatever fits your skills. Do not use any
other languages in making any of company internal
communication or data entry in our internal systems.

JT is usually asking questions, where the only correct
answer is combination of numbers and dates. Yes, these
are widely popular questions started with „When...“,
„How many..“ or „How much..“. If your answer is not
going to contain this magic combination of values and
dates, make sure it does before you send it out.
If you are asking your manager to do a decision by
choosing one of multiple options you present to him,
while any of the options is clearly described, quantified
and valued, you will get another attempt.
Martin may look silly or root in some emails, but ignore
That. His teddy bear personality is just using wrong
words to say: hey, man, I like your job here!
If you are on planned travel or have expected difficulties
to connect, activate the automated answer in your
email explaining that to people sending you emails.
Don´t pick up the phone if you can not talk.
Words as „please“ or „thank you“ have its meaning –
do not underestimate their influence.
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Performance
We expect everyone to perform at his/her maximum,
and gradually improve it over time. Not because we
demand it, but because we believe it only is worth
doing it this way.
Your role in the team is usually pretty good defined.
If you are not sure or clear about your role, ask your
manager a question. Or two. Or more. Keep asking.
Your role has clearly defined output you should be
completely familiar with.
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Your performance will be reviewed every month by
your manager. Nevermind what is defined as formula
to calculate your variable compensation package, your
review will always include:

Career Growth

A Level / Skills Development Review - Development
of your individual skills. We all focus to develop our
skills every day.

We try to get people on board who are better than
us. We believe that hire „just enough to do the job“
person is a tremendous loss in long term, so we
don´t do it.

B Productivity /Output Delivery/ Review – This is
related to amount and quality of product you
delivered to the company.

We are small company, nimble and flexible, and we
like it.

When evaluating the candidates, we always ask the
questions:

C Contribution to the Team Work Review – We highly
evaluate team work and team commitment. We
believe in synergies and in team values.

A Will this person deliver the job better than anyone
else we can have for the job?

D Contribution to the Product Development Review
– Some people have bright understanding of
products and customer needs, and are capable to
contribute more than usual in this area.

C Would we learn new things from the person?

All four components are important and all four are
integral part of everyone’s personal profile. Some
people are good at C, some dominate in A and D, etc.
There is no correct profile, the point is in your continual
Development.
If you did not get your performance interview, please
demand it from your manager.

B Would we want to have this person to be our boss?

D What if the person leaves to our competition?
Working in environment like RF elements, career
development has different flavour. Because of the size
of our organization, it can be unclear how we can fit to
your plans for career growth.
We believe that we can offer fast and interesting
opportunity in developing your skills and experience. If
your choice is to advance as a person rather than enjoy
your formal career growth, RF elements is the right
place for you.
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Salary Policy
Our salary policy is to provide fair salary to every
person working to RF elements. If you think your
salary is not fair enough, please talk to your
manager.

Safety and Security
You should obey all Safety regulations. We work with
tools, big machines, we climb roofs and towers. There
is no fun about the safety, potential health damage
is irreversible. We are not saving the humanity
from extinction, so nothing is worth of risking your
health. You will be trained for safety policies during
your first days in RF elements.
Security is one of the top priorities in our organization.
Every employee has signed NDA, we have cameras
monitoring every place, physical access to our properties
is controlled and monitored too. We work in highly
competitive, low ethics market environment. We often
work with 3rd party information under rigorous NDAs.
We take security very seriously.
Use your common sense and in any doubts about what
you see or what you feel regards security, always ask
your manager what to do. Do it without delay.
Do not install any software you were not told by your
12
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No Sensitive Data On USB
Data Drives!
No Backups On USB Drives!
Never Discuss Company Work
in Front of Third Persons
or Outside the Office
in Public Places.

manager to install in your computer.
Do not respond to online chat invitation from people
you don´t know well.
Always blind the lens on your camera if you not use it
for video chat.
Keep your desk clean – at least once a week.

second chance before we split our ways. So be relaxed
and simply do your best, every day

What if Something Goes Really
Wrong?
Human do errors, but stupid people repeat the same
errors again and again, or do really stupid things, like
pushing the red button saying „Do Not Push This Red
Button“. Even worse, mean people do bad things and
pretend they were errors. Shit happens.

All electronic data are for internal use only. As a person
responsible for interaction with suppliers, customers or
authorities, you will be explained about the data you
should interexchange with third parties. Anything else
is strictly confidential and should never be shown, sent
to or allowed to access by third parties.

So, you may be aware, these are reasons when you
don´t get second chance:

Keep hard drives of your notebooks and laptops
password protected.

What If Something Goes Wrong?
Human do errors. Nobody was fired from RF elements
for doing a single simple mistake at work. You will get

•

Theft or inappropriate removal or possession of
property (including intellectual property);

•

Falsification of timekeeping records;

•

Working under the influence of alcohol or illegal
drugs;

•

Possession, distribution, sale, transfer, or use of
alcohol or illegal drugs in the workplace;

•

Fighting or threatening violence in the workplace;

•

Boisterous or disruptive activity in the workplace;

•

Negligence or improper conduct leading to
damage of company-owned or customer-owned
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property;
•

Insubordination or other disrespectful conduct;

•

Violation of safety or health rules;

•

Smoking in the workplace;

•

Sexual or other
harassment;

•

Excessive absenteeism or any absence without
notice;

•

Unauthorized use of company owned equipment;

•

Using company equipment for purposes other
than business;

•

Unauthorized disclosure of business secrets or
confidential information;

•

Violation of personnel policies.

unlawful

or

unwelcome

personal improvements made „under fire“. No pain, no
gain.
We are not good at creating Employee Handbooks
too. Most senior people entered the company when it
was all based in one room and little storage two floors
below. Employee handbook would be a nonsense
document. Now we are different company, so JT agreed
to write this one for RF elements.
Finally, we at RF elements are good at making things
happen. If you see something does not make sense
to you, or there is something that does not match this
handbook, tell us, or better, try to achieve the change,
drive it. Doing that, you start sharing values we believe
in, and that’s what this all is about.

JT

What is RF elements Not Good At?
We are not good at dancing.
Sometimes we are not especially friendly with
snowflake newcommers. They don´t get their backs
massaged after work, nor have their personal mentors.
Not because we don´t like generation snowflake, but
because we like the challenges and we believe in
14

Martin

GLOSSARY. CODE WORDS. ABBREVIATIONS.

OMG WTF BBQ
JTs signature in full letters.
(THE KILLER) JOKE ABOUT TWO PRIESTS
Originally invented by Jozef Tryzna /Mechanical
Designer/, it is the worlds most deadly joke since the
Monthy Pythons „Funniest Joke in the World“ was
banned as illegal Joke Warfare by Potsdam Treaty in
1945. There are no protective techniques available
if you are too close to the Joke. For our general
recommendation See „Welcome To RF elements“ Art.
3, last sentence. Hell, Run Away Before the Joke Starts!
THE KING
The real name of Frantisek Borsik
COKE
RF elements is fuelled by junk Sugar and Caffeine made
by Coca Cola Company. Some of us are seriously using
brain at work, brain needs sugar and caffeine. As simple
as that.
ASAP
Abbreviation used for determination of term „next
week is fine buddy, no rush“
UTFG
Use the f***ing Google. Now seriously folks - do it.

NETSI
Nobody Expects The Spanish Inquisition. Well, Chuck
Norris probably does. If you have no clue what NETSI
is about, check Youtube. Or simply wait a little...
Extension 65
Area 51 of RF elements virtual word. Even though not
prohibited, it is advised to not dial this extension unless
you undergo special training of cognitive and mental
skills. Some of survivors reported brain stimulation that
lasted for 6 days. Flash backs of cognitive seizures were
also observed.
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DON’T PANIC

RF elements s.r.o.
Headquarters Office:
Gagarinova 7/A, 821 05 Bratislava,
Slovakia
Phone: + 421 (2) 3260 3711
Manufacturing Site:
Jasenovská 2528, 066 01 Humenné,
Slovakia
www.rfelements.com
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